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The GIVOVA International Brand

25+ Year History
of international sportswear, forged from Italian 
fashion & flair, lays the foundation for the culture 
of GIVOVA since its launch May 2008.

The quality exceeds their demanding standards 
of maximum wear-ability, freedom of movement 
and constant level of body temperature during all 
phases of physical activity.

Utilizing Italian designers and the newest 
technical fabrics, GIVOVA has rocketed to the #1 
selling brand in Italy, rising rapidly in other 
European nations and breaking ground on every 
continent as the fastest growing international 
brand.

Domestically, more than 60,000 wore GIVOVA
products in Canada in 2016.
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The ULTIMATE Representation

Who we are
GIVOVA is the fastest growing international brand of sports apparel. Serving 60,000+ 
Canadians in 2016.

ULTIMATE SPORTS is proud to represent GIVOVA in Canada.  We are able to provide 
a full range of products with immediate service to your club.  With 30+ years 
experience working at local club, national and international levels, we understand 
the needs of athletes, parents of children in sport, and administrators of programs.
We focus on service with innovative ways such as Club GIVOVA, our answer to your 
club’s every need.  Ask us about it. 

Our main offices are located at:
160 Applewood Cres, unit 21, Concord, ON L4K 4H2 Canada
p.1.416.289.2899

Our happy clients are serviced across Ontario, from Windsor to Thunder Bay.
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Quality
•Specially selected fabrics providing freshness and lightness in performance with European fashion designs
•Large catalogue of complete sportswear needs
•This reputation has made GIVOVA the #1 selling brand in Italy and a leader world-wide, as well as the brand 
of choice for numerous National teams and top-level professional clubs.

Service
•Consistency of product line and colours ensures contract fulfillment over multiple years
•Inventory of club program products in Canada to provide 48 to 72 hr emergency service
•Supported by 600,000+ sq ft GIVOVA warehouse in Italy

Commitment
•Ability to produce fully customized sportswear for clubs looking for a unique identity
•Realistic delivery schedules you can count on

Satisfaction
•Quality that competes with the highest international brands
•Competitively priced products to offer clubs budgetary flexibility while providing more to club members
•Through customer satisfaction we are building lasting relationships. Ask us for references.
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The GIVOVA CANADA Guarantee
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